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How to get a flat tummy
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Tip 1: Cardio is NOT a good way to burn belly fat!

Start with a reassessment of your goals. Focus on making healthier choices long term and getting your core 

powerful and able to support you in all activities of daily life. The core is what connects the upper to the 

lower body and is responsible for supporting the spine, rotating the body, maintaining good posture and it is 

greatly involved in all physical movement. This which is why direct core work and indirect core stability work 

are major parts of exercise programs. 

It is unrealistic to expect that you can have a flat stomach 24/7. Even if you lose a lot of fat from your 

abdominal area, you will still notice daily fluctuations from bloating. A completely flat stomach is not a 

“natural state” for your body.

The following 3 tips are key to achieving a flat stomach…

While cardio is definitely great for burning energy and aiding fat loss, too much and you could start to 

sacrifice muscle tissue.When we do cardio we use our muscles in aerobic ways which does not require 

much strength...it only requires endurance.

Lots of cardio sends the following signal...”become efficient with calories because we need to CONSERVE.” 

This process means your body learns (in a very short time) to burn LESS calories when you are active but 

especially when you are NOTactive. In other words your metabolism SLOWS DOWN. 

Have you ever lost weight before through lots of high intensity cardio based workouts with a restrictive diet 

and once you’ve stopped doing so much exercise and relaxed your diet you gain it back again? It’s because 

your metabolism has slowed down, so the weight just piles back on. 

The key to burning belly fat is to SPEED UP the metabolism. This is done with traditional resistance training!!! 

If you want to get a flat tummy you must LIFT WEIGHTS.

When you lift weights you are training the body to send a signal which tells the body to GET STRONGER. 

Getting stronger requires more muscle which also burns more calories....not just when you exercise but also 

when you just sit there. I have seen it with my own eyes many times when I have clients focus on building 

strength instead of cardio. So start lifting weights!!
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Tip 2: Train the correct core muscles…

Most training programs focus on training the six pack i.e. the abdominals, with very little or no focus on the 

most important core muscle of all, the Transverse abdominis, i.e the TVA. The TVA surrounds your midsec-

tion like a natural corset, it stabilises the core and keepsthe midsection flat. If your TVA is weak, this causes 

the stomach to “pooch” out. A weak TVA is the main reason why women postpregnancy have a hard time 

tightening their midsection. This is because the TVA needs to weaken and loosen in order to make room for 

a growing baby and it will stay weak if it isn’t DIRECTLY targeted with specific exercises. A Strong TVA pulls 

everything in tight and gives the illusion of a smaller waist. The good news is that the TVA responds very 

quickly when trained properly.

How to properly train the TVA?

With the vacuum pose exerciseyou target and strengthen the TVA muscles and over a short period of time 

you notice a smaller and tighter waist...even if you don’t get leaner!! You can lose 2-4 inches around your 

waist in as little as 3 weeks, without losing a pound from proper TVA training.Also, building this area of the 

abdominal muscle will help you gain more control over your core muscles and assist you better in explosive 

lifts. Stomach vacuums take practice, but they are extremely effective.

Tip 3: Clean up your diet! 

I say this all the time, but you cannot out-train a bad diet. Your eating habits are the key here.

•  Get rid of all the processed foods, microwave dinners, fast food, chips, soda, etc. All the extra sugar and 

sodium will surely prevent you from getting rid of the belly pooch. 

•  Think whole foods: lean protein, vegetables, carbohydrates, heart-healthy fats and fibre!

•  Drink plenty of water. This will prevent that extra bloat and help boost your metabolism.

So to summarise, get a faster metabolism with weight training, train your TVA and clean up your diet and 

you will see better and faster results than you ever have before. Simple!
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